The Shroud of Turin as the Burial Cloth of Jesus
– Answers for Critics

Wednesday September 7th 6:30 pm
The Shroud of Turin has been claimed to be the burial
cloth of Jesus Christ since at least the 14th Century. I
have studied it as an archaeological item for over 30
years. Scientific investigations showed it was like a
photographic negative not created by painting or
scorching, linen that could be first Century mid-east
weave, had pollen traced to the Mideast, remarkably
similar to paintings of Jesus back to the 5th Century, but
not before. However, in 1988, all this compelling
evidence for its being genuine was seemingly trumped
by Radiocarbon tests that allegedly “proved” that it was made of cloth woven between AD 1260 and
1390. Besides the dating controversy, we will discuss seeming discrepancies with the Bible, which
have caused most protestant Bible scholars ignore it. We will also summarize the other new evidence
for its correlation with the Mandylion, the cloth with the faint image of Jesus known from History from
Edessa in the 5th Century, then moved to Constantinople in the 10th Century, where it was looted by
the Crusader Knights in 1204.
John Johnson has a PhD in Applied Math from the University of California at Berkeley. He retired from
Boeing after 31 years, mostly in Aerospace. He has studied and taught Bible archaeology since he was a
Biblical Christian in 1980. He has argued for Creation in five college debates, and did a radio debate
defending Bible accuracy against prominent skeptic J Ferrell Till. He has long been the President of the
Creation Association of Puget Sound (CAPS). He has taught a University of Washington Osher course on
math applications in the arts, part of which analyzed historical objects of dubious provenance to establish
probability of either a fake or authentic. But sometimes the expert decision has flipped with more careful
analysis.

Join us the 1st Wednesday each month for multimedia presentations by educators, scientists, and authors that are dedicated
to defending the Bible against naturalism. The events are free and open to the public and suitable for ages 11 and up.
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